INTRA OPERATIVE RECORD

Date OR Room # □ IP □ PAT □ OP □ ER

Surgeons

Assistants

Circulating RN Relief By PT ID □ Verbal □ Band
□ Chart

Relief By

Relief By

Relief By

Relief By

Allergies □ NKDA List

Anesthesiologist

CRNA

□ H&P Present, Consent Signed, Site Verified

□ Patient Confirms Surgical Site

Received From:

- Surgery Center
- PACU
- CCU
- In Patient Unit
- ER
- Xray
- Other:

Arrived With:

- N/A
- IV
- Epidural
- A-Line
- Foley
- Swan Ganz
- Other:

Skin Condition:

- Warm
- Cool
- Dry
- Diaphoretic
- Pink
- Pale
- Intact

Behavior Observed:

- Alert/Oriented
- Confused
- Cooperative
- Uncooperative
- Drowsy/Sedated
- Unresponsive
- Other:

Anesthesia:

- General
- Spinal
- Epidural
- MAC
- Bier Block
- Axillary Block
- Local
- Other:

Patient In Surgery Start Surgery End Patient Out

Time out taken for verbal and sight verification of Surgery Site prior to incision by Surgeon, and confirmed with Anesthesia, Circulator, Scrub and remaining Surgical Team

1st Count 2nd Count Change Over □ n/a Final Count If unresolved, Xray taken

Sponge □ Correct □ Correct □ Correct □ Correct □ Correct □ Unresolved □ Yes □ No

Needle □ Correct □ Correct □ Correct □ Correct □ Correct □ Unresolved

Blade □ Correct □ Correct □ Correct □ Correct □ Correct □ Unresolved

Instruments □ Correct □ Correct □ Correct □ Correct □ Correct □ Unresolved

□ Surgeon notified of counts: Signature

Wound Classification: □ No wound □ I – Clean □ II – Clean/Contaminated □ III – Contaminated □ IV – Dirty

Non Anesthesia Medication / Irrigations given in OR □ None □ Yes, see Surgical Services Medication Administration Form

Xrays taken during procedure □ N/A □ C-Arm □ Portable □ Mini C-Arm; Flurotime = # Pictures =

Pre-op Diagnosis:

Pathology Specimens: □ None

- Yes; □ Routine □ Frozen Section; taken to:
  □ Lab □ Xray □ Morgue □ Other:

Cultures: □ None □ Yes, Transported to lab

Specimens identified with ID band, Label and Chart

Post-op Diagnosis: □ Same

Implants: □ None □ See Perioperative Progress Note

Operative Procedure:

Bone Cement Batch # Exp.
Skin Prep (Potential for Infection)
- Hair Removed with Clipper
- Prep: □ Technicare □ Phisohex □ Duraprep
- Betadine Scrub □ Betadine Solution □ Other

Area Prepped:
Prepped By:
Skin condition post-op □ Intact □ Other

Skin Prep (Potential for Infection)
- Tourniquet (Potential for injury) □ N/A
- Padding applied □ Safety check done □ Physician Notified

Unit # Applied By
Up ______ Down ______ Setting ______ mmHg

Unit # Applied By
Up ______ Down ______ Setting ______ mmHg
Skin condition post-op □ Intact □ Other

Tourniquet (Potential for injury) □ N/A
- Padding applied □ Safety check done □ Physician Notified

Unit # Applied By
Up ______ Down ______ Setting ______ mmHg

Unit # Applied By
Up ______ Down ______ Setting ______ mmHg
Skin condition post-op □ Intact □ Other

Positions (Potential for Injury)
- Supine
- Prone
- Jackknife
- Lithotomy
- Left Lateral
- Right Lateral
- Semi Fowler
- Other
- Procedure on Stretcher

Positioning Devices □ N/A
- Rolled Towel + hip
- Foot Holder
- Donut
- Shoulder Roll
- Bean Bag
- Footboard
- Sand Bag
- Chest Roll
- Padding, list:
- Arm Sleds
- Wilson Frame
- Pillows, list

Laser (Potential for injury)
- Laser precautions taken

Eye Protection □ Staff □ Pt

Watts Mode Pulse Time

Ground Pad □ Drains/Pumps □ Incision □ Tourniquet

Positioning Devices □ N/A
- Rolled Towel + hip
- Foot Holder
- Donut
- Shoulder Roll
- Bean Bag
- Footboard
- Sand Bag
- Chest Roll
- Padding, list:
- Arm Sleds
- Wilson Frame
- Pillows, list

Equipment □ N/A
- Arthroscopy Pump
- Bair Hugger
- Cell Saver
- Colposcope
- Compression Stockings
- Doppler
- Fracture Table
- Harmonic Scalpel
- Insufflator □ Flow
- Lightsource

Power Equipment
- Pulse Avac
- Sinus Endo Pump
- Smoke Evacuator
- Suction Currette Machine
- Vaprs
- Other

Dressings □ None
- ABD Binder
- ABD Pad
- Ace Wrap
- Adaptic
- Arm Sling
- Bandaids
- Cast Splt
- Cast □ Long □ Short
- Arm □ Leg

Eye Protection □ Staff □ Pt

Eye Pad
- Eye Shield
- Gauze Dressing
- Kerlix
- Knee Immobilizer
- PeriPad
- Shoulder Immobilizer
- Steri Strips
- Tegaderm
- Other

Skin variances found on admission should be marked with an x and detailed in Nurses Notes

RN Signature: